Part 13
NEW BROTHER 3/6/12 MONTH SURVEY

Masonry consists of a course of ancient hieroglyphical and moral instruction, taught according to ancient usage's, by types, emblems and allegorical figures. The lodge which you joined tries very hard to provide each new Brother with a basis on which that Brother can build and improve his life. The fraternity and each lodge has three elements to customize each lodge’s and each individual’s interests; Brotherly love (fraternal), relief (social responsibility) and truth (improving one’s mind). A principal way for a lodge to improve itself is by getting constructive inputs from its newest members. Please take some time to complete this survey providing “likes,” “dislikes,” and any “suggestions for improvement.”

1. I was first interested in Masonry by: ________________________________
__________________________________________________________

2. When I joined the lodge, the process of going through the 3 degrees was: ______
__________________________________________________________

3. My “mentor” experience has been: ________________________________
__________________________________________________________

4. My experiences in the lodge has been: ________________________________
__________________________________________________________

5. I would be more involved in the lodge if: ________________________________
__________________________________________________________